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Praise for this boating classic: â€œThe most up-to-date and readable book we've seen on the

subject.â€•â€•Sailing World â€œDeserves a place on any diesel-powered boat.â€•â€•Motor Boat &

Yachting â€œClear, logical, and even interesting to read.â€•â€•Cruising World Keep your diesel

engine going with help from a master mechanic Marine Diesel Engines has been the bible for

do-it-yourself boatowners for more than 15 years. Now updated with information on fuel injection

systems, electronic engine controls, and other new diesel technologies, Nigel Calder's bestseller

has everything you need to keep your diesel engine running cleanly and efficiently. Marine Diesel

Engines explains how to:  Diagnose and repair engine problems Perform routine and annual

maintenance Extend the life and improve the efficiency of your engine
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Just got this book and a week later, while stuck in a windless bay, my engine suddenly died. Of

course this only happens when you are anchorless, motoring through islands and shoals with a nice

hunk of shore that is covered in rocks, and half a dozen icons on the navigation chart of sunken

boats. (Somehow the fates know when you are trying to sneak by unnoticed.)Luckily we happened

to start drifting through a cargo channel that was blessedly void of any cargo ships, or anyone at all

except a small pod of porpoise. We had a good thirty minutes to break open this book and trouble

shoot the engine. This book gave us the guide lines we needed to quickly and successfully

diagnose our problem and get the engine back to limping. Not only that but this book has guided us



through the month of repairing all sorts of things, fixing the starter, along with recognizing a few

things that previous owners have jerry-rigged. In a month this book has already paid for itself many

times over and now our old crusty engine sounds better and runs better. This book is a must,

without it, my first mate and I would have never been able to turn a potentially deadly trip into just a

few minutes of stress.

A good reference, but a bit too technical. I was a machinist and would not even dream of attempting

some of the repairs suggested. Removing, cleaning and replacing internal engine components is

something I would only attempt if I was broken down in the jungle, many miles from civilization.

This is a good intro to small diesels, especially outdated ones you find on old boats. The writing is

readable and easy-to-follow. The pictures could be much better. A mechanic friend who uses it to

teach seminars said it contains several pieces of inaccurate info in the troubleshooting tables.

Overall, his other books (Boatowner's Mechanical and Electrical Manual) is a better deal since it

contains most of the same material and then some.

Very comprehensive treatment of the topic. How to guide for the big repairs on diesel engines. You

may not be contemplating these type of repairs yourself, but knowing how they are done teaches

one alot about how the engines work. Plus, you are prepared in case you find ourself in a remote

location with a non-working engine.

This is another fine reference book from Nigel Calder! I think that this book along with a good factory

type manual would be all you needed to maintain your diesel engine. I have yet to purchase a book

that Calder has authored that was not worth the money.

Needs to be renamed, "PhD level Marine Diesel Engine ...."Great book many details, it goes

overboard on them to be honest, but its fun reading in some odd way. You can figure out how many

millionths of a gallon of diesel your engine burns on each stroke, not that its useful, but...

Buy this book, read it from cover to cover, then keep it onboard for reference. That way, when

something goes wrong and you are far from any help or assistance, you will be able to handle the

problem and get home. That has happened to me already and this book has paid for itself many

times over. The investment is invaluable. I highly recommend this book and I would go so far as to



say your marine diesel engine is incomplete without this book to go with it.

Great book with plenty of pictures to guide you throw any project. Well written for the professional

mechanic or an experienced do it yourself type of individual. I bought the book for trouble shooting

projects and the import things to do to keep your diesel running right. It has plenty of tips and

examples with pictures of what can go wrong if you don't maintain your engine properly. It gives

great trouble shooting techniques so if the job is too big or too time consuming to do yourself, the

mechanic you chose will understand you know your way around diesel engines and should not

pump up the bill with unneeded repairs.
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